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Designed using our extensive experience in the ATM/financial markets, our rich line-up of highly
reliable card dispensers are used by satisfied customers all around the world. Feel free to contact us if
you need us to design or customize new card dispensers to meet your needs.

The SCT0M0 series of
dispensers implement
a
contactless
IC
module corresponding
with ISO/IEC 14443
and Mifare®. It can be
used in kiosk terminals
such as automatic
check-in machines.

SCT0M0 series

SHT series

Developed to dispense
contactless IC cards

The SHT series can
feed and dispense
regular cards as well
as those with special
form factors such as
sleeved cards and
cards which do not
conform to the ISO /
IEC 7810 standards.

Developed to handle non-standard
cards such as sleeved cards
SCT3Q8 series

Highly reliable card handling mechanism

Various internal security features

Developed with added
functions such as multiple
hoppers, printers, etc

Able to modify according
to other needs

MST/MSP series
<Specification of SCT3Q8 series>
-Applicable cards: Magnetic stripe
(ISO/IEC 7810,7811) and IC card
with contacts ( ISO/IEC 7816
series, EMV, Memory cards, etc)
We have a lineup of
dispenses with additional
functionality such as a
printers and multi hoppers
which utilize our patented
technology.

-- Power:+24V DC / 2A
- Life: 500,000 card issuances
- Size 115(W)X471(D)X297(H)
- Capacity of base hopper: 150
pcs, with larger sizes available
- Security: Cover lock mechanism
added to Hopper and Bin

We can customize our
dispensers to meet the
needs of our customers
It is suitable for use in
unattended equipment as it
can reliably dispense
embossed cards via claw
hook mechanism
We employ expert
software programmers that
can support multiple card
formats
We can respond to
virtually any need by
combining our various card
readers, scanners, and
dispensers.
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